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Masthead
ALEXA FINDLAY
(Founder, Editor-in-Chief):
Alexa Findlay is an Undergraduate Creative Writing Major. She has an Associate of
Arts Degree in English from El Camino College. She spends most of her time writing
fiction and poetry. She aspires to receive her Master’s Degree in Creative Writing with
a Specialization in Poetry. She hopes to one day become a Professor, and write books
in the process. She is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of The Mystic Blue Review,
Cadaverous Magazine and Drabblez Magazine. Her work has appeared in El Camino
College’s Literary Arts Journal: Myriad, See Beyond Magazine, Pomona Valley Review, Better
than Starbucks Magazine, Adelaide Literary Magazine, Halcyon Days and Halcyon Days
Founder Favourites, Oddball Magazine, Grotesque Magazine, The Quail Bell Magazine, Blood
Moon Rising Magazine, Scarlet Leaf Review, A Story in 100 Words, Vox Poetica and
forthcoming in Peeking Cat Poetry Magazine and Grotesque Magazine.
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Condensation
by Megan Sadler
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Is this love?
By Manahil Bandukwala

I could tie you up and spit-roast you
on an open flame at the beach, yet you'd still
look at the stars and point to where
ours align.
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Melodies
By Manahil Bandukwala

Teach me to spin melodies on
the tip of my tongue. Taste the music of birds
chirping, leaves rustling,
people swimming. Chlorine
stinging eyes, breathing chemicals a week
later. Sing in the shower,
play Mozart on stovetops, tap
spice jars in rhythm
to boiling water, make this world
my song.
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She SayS She Can’t Wait to ShoW Me
Off to Her Friends
By Brad Rose

What kind of sentences are those? she asks, although I think she knows I didn’t purchase
them at Walmart. They’re the expensive kind.
She has it easy. Everything looks good on her.
We live in a universe whose explanation is continually expanding. We see the
sparkling stars nightly, but do they see us? The clouds, soft mountains,
metamorphosing in an unbothered sky. What would sleepwalking be without sleep?
Puzzled, she looks at me now like she’s forgotten something—maybe the keys to her
apartment.
I begin to wonder, Why couldn’t her husband have gotten out of that burning car, alive?
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angela’S SiSter
by Amy Barnes

We choose a crab and things it needs to live. I get the feeling this crab will have more
of a life than me. I know from parents hermit crabs don’t live long. That’s why no one
takes them home from class science projects. They live longer than fish but not much
more.
I think of Angela. She had lots of things too. Things I thought she needed to live.
Tiny pink things. She was supposed to live a long life. Not the brief life of a hermit
crab.
Angela’s sister wants a hermit crab. I prepare to mourn again.
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Hidden
by Megan Sadler
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The Jump
By amy barnes

His breath is stuck in that part of his throat and chest that intertwines. The word
“why” sits in his mouth. He feels the plane rise up higher. It isn’t going all that fast
but it seems like warp speed.
The parachute gets a final check as he stands at the door. He hasn’t even jumped and
things start flashing before his eyes. The birth he can’t possibly remember. Last
Tuesday’s dinner. His first kiss. His last kiss?
The instructions and time to jump come. He tiptoes to the edge and plummets. He
sees his life rise to greet him.
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Ancient
by JD DeHart

When she saw the tanning salon, she dreamed of the gleam it would lend to her
skin. Hunks passed by with pleased eyes in her mind. So, she walked in and asked for
the brightest bed possible. One hour later was simply not enough. Two hours and
she was ignoring phone calls, life passing away in a medical glow. A bit more time,
and she emerged, the perfect image of beauty – if judged by the standards of
mummified Egyptians. Time to rethink my modeling career, she mused as crept away.
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Choreography
By jd dehart

One of these days, I often think to myself, I am going to develop a technology that
makes all cars move in order, and planes too. Of course, the tech is probably out
there somewhere. Each time I narrowly miss a sideswiping trucker who isn’t paying
attention or pass a fender-bender, I think, there has to be a better way. I could
choreograph this metal so that no spills would happen. For now, I will dream and pay
attention to the road, making it home to my lovely wife again today.
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Jill’S loan
By Denny E. Marshall

Pete is watching a football game with friends. They’re all having a good time.
Pete’s girlfriend Jill walks in and asks Pete to loan her some money. Grudgingly Pete
hands her a hundred.
After she leaves Pete’s friend ask him what’s wrong.
“Nothing, except I don’t trust holograms” Pete answers.
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Under Stress
By Denny E. Marshall

As Gordon pulls into driveway, his wife runs out screaming.
She is covered in drywall dust, insulation, and varies debris.
Gordon calms her down long enough to find out the entire ceiling collapsed.
Gordon thinks his hundreds of pet rats were too much of a load on the attic floor.
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Hunt
By Francine Witte

Later, he invites her up for a drink.
Deerheads on his bachelor wall. She has heard of men like this. Men who had guns
pointing them at deer who didn’t.
And how is she any different? His frantic text pursuit, and now the brandy snifter
glowing golden in her palm. He will shoot me with his penis, she is thinking, and I
will never hear from him again. I will end up an empty head on his relationship wall.
She has to think quick. Like a deer. Not a riflesnout deer, but the kind that
remembered fleet of foot and nightvision and everything deergood.
It will be okay. If she can remain calm, stand up and smooth the wrinkles from her
skirt, thank him politely and head for the door, and leave him staring as the last of
her stilettos trailing out of the room, like deer hooves glinting into the night.
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Magic Globe
By Francine witte

Daddy buys me a magic globe. I am 10 and still believe in magic globes. Still believe in
Daddy.
He says I have to spin and pint and just like that, I can be anywhere.
So I spin and point and end up in France. Ooh la la and men in berets.
Only one problem. I don’t speak Franch. I wander the rues and the boulevards. I end
up alone by the Seine.
I quickly learn that I can’t spin myself home. Daddy forgot to tell me that part.
Like the time he forgot to tell me My mother wasn’t coming back. Now I realize he
probably magic globed her somewhere, too.
I am only 10, but I already know about hunger and sleep and loneliness and how now
I will need to learn the words.
I look at the Seine, watch it ripple and sparkle, watch the boats bobbling up and
down, up and down.
I think about Daddy, sitting alone in his palace without us, how he knows the words
for food and bed and love. The magic globe tucked back on its shelf just waiting if he
ever gets tempted again.
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February blossoms
by Megan Sadler
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My Water Boyfriend
By Francine witte

who sank to the bottom last Fourth of July.
who said there was treasure and he had to go find it.
So now I come back to the spot. I row and I row and I know it by the clucky gulls
flying overhead. They saw it coming. They could have warned me. But whoever
listens to anything?
I watch the water ripple. It lifts the boat like a gentle hand. Like his hand, last I
remember.
The water is made of wetness and fish and now it is made of him. He is the gentle
sway, the steady rock, and I wish I could talk him back to human.
The gulls are still watching. Silly girl is in their tiny bead eyes. You can wait and wait
and they fly around and around above me like time passing, like love, like life, or any
other thing that goes in a circle.
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Poppy, running late as always,
By Francine witte

misses the subway by an inch, the back of the train swirling up the trash on the track.
That’s okay. Poppy’s a survivor. Everything comes and goes, he thinks.
Then, he thinks about the candy bar wedged deep down in his hidden pocket. How
good it would taste right now. Chocolate and peanuts soothing his tongue.
He promised Winnie he would quit.
Quit don’t just happen, Winnie told him. It’s a train you gotta catch on time.
The candy bar, heavy in his pocket. A secret waiting to be told.
And he doesn’t like to keep secrets. So as the next train chuggles itself into the station,
Poppy pulls out the candy bar, stuffs it into his mouth, wrapper and all..
That way he doesn’t have to think of Winnie’s scowly face on laundry day, when she
finds the forgotten candy bar, when she turns his pockets inside out like a woman
searching for the truth.
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The Bears are Everywhere
By Francine witte

This is what Linette tells me. “Look” she says, “there’s one at the window as we
speak.”
I don’t trust Linette enough to turn around, so I laugh in her face. That’s when the
paw lands square on my shoulder knob and rips my arms clean off like a turkey leg.
I am bleeding profusely, but still I apologize to Linette for not believing. My mother
raised me right, all right. I’ll say that much for the old buzzard.
I ask for a mop to swab up the blood that’s all over the floor. Like a red carpet, I joke
inside my head. Hey look at me! I’m at the Grammys!
Linette has gone to call for help. At least that’s what she told me. If she’s anything
like my mother or that stupid bear, who, by the way, has ripped off my other arm,
she’ll be back with more bears.
I decide against the mop, partly because of the no-arm thing, but mostly because I am
so impressed with my bleeding ability. Look at how much ground I cover! There
should be an award called the Bloody. And I should get one.
And I should have gotten one that time my mother ripped my heart out like she did,
leaving my papa bear while he hibernated and then went loping from cave to cave,
looking for love, and stealing all of our honey. That time, I bled the house down.
That’s how I learned about love. One minute you’re sleeping, and the next it’s got
your arm in its jaw.
I had met Linette at the local zoo, where I went to escape my mother, my
missing heart, and the honey there was never enough of. She was tending the lions
who were snapping at her open hands all juicy with deer guts.
She would tease the poor monsters till they finally gave up, slunk back to their dens
and starved themselves down to bones.
When she got fired, she showed up, knocking at our door. Accused me of just
standing by and not advising her better. My mother said Linette was right, and where
were my manners, so of course, I let her in.
~ 22 ~

I heard that night from a neighbor that the bears got my mother, and it was me and
Linette from here on in.
And that’s how my life is turning out. Linette teasing me, and me not believing that
the bears are everywhere, and right now I am thinking that I’m one minute away from
being eaten down to a bobble head and Linette will either come back with help like
she promised.
Or she won’t.
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Vows
BY Marie Hoy-Kenny

Do you want to write our vows, Rick?
Yes.
Do you know what you’ll say?
It’ll come to me.
You won’t wing it, will you?
Do I ever wing anything?
No. That’s what I like about you.
That I’m boring and predictable?
That you know what you want.
So do you.
Usually.
Usually?
Why do you love me?
You’re thoughtful, honest, beautiful.
And smart too?
Sure. And I like who I am around you.
What if you found out I wasn’t as thoughtful as you think I am? Or as honest? What
then?
Then I guess I’d be surprised.
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Blueberries
BY Marie Hoy-Kenny

Tom bought blueberries from the grocery store even though he knows I hate
them. They sat, sneering at me, in their little green carton on the top shelf of my
fridge. I looked for the grapes he always buys, but they weren’t there. Little “screw
yous” like that have me convinced he’s cheating on me.
Pulverizing that trash in the blender was truly cathartic.
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The Cat in the Rye
BY Alberto Ramirez

It’s the Saturday of the big game between Notre Dame and Michigan. I’m reading the
part in The Catcher in the Rye that I read every year at the start of football season. My
cat lies on my lap, her paw on the book cover, so it reads, The Cat in the Rye. I picture
her in a field of rye with Holden Caulfield. The wind blows and suddenly I’m in
Agerstown, where the weather is mild and I’m just sitting around with my cat, waiting
for the start of the big football game against Saxon Hall.
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Falling Star
by Erika Rico

He watched as the star fell from the sky, creating a sunrise of colors. He looked
at her. She leaned against his shoulder, engrossed in a book’s finale. She was almost
done—only a page or two left. She didn’t see the star fall a few miles away from them
as they sat on their porch.
They had both watched the news about something coming. He didn’t think it would
be this soon. He hugged her close and kissed her dark hair, as she closed her finished
book.
“I love you,” he said as the sunrise colors consumed their vision.
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Chill
By Joseph S. Pete

Temps plunged. Wintry air scalded William’s face.
He scuttled to his car, which wouldn’t start after 30 tries.
After trekking miles to the auto supply store, he switched the battery in the bitter chill.
It was so cold his fingers deadened.
A tire was deflated. The ground was coated in snow, too slick for a jack.
He rode the sagging flat miles to a tire barn, waited hours.
The next day, another tire was gone.
He wondered if someone was slashing his tires, then realized no one cared about him
that much. That feeling was colder than any wind chill.
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Plenty of Fish
By Iris N. Schwartz

On the front door of the freezer portion of his refrigerator, Monty had affixed
postcards of all four versions of Edvard Munch’s The Scream. Monty could not
generate humor. Saving grace: he laughed hard at Kendall’s drollery. Even the next
day, recalling one of her quips, as he drove into the sea.
Kendall must quit dating men in helping professions.
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Star inside
by Megan Sadler
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What’S left behind
By Anita Goveas

The honeyed glow slanting through the blinds is her cue. Shilpa’s been watching
Michael through the fence of her lashes for eighty-two minutes. A skill she’s perfected
during 17 bruise-filled, breath-stifling months. He leaves for the bank and she grabs
her emergency bag from the freezer, a place he’d never look. It leaves a frosty mark,
an icy kiss. She presses the cold cloth against her swelling belly
She opens all the curtains. Pale rays brush over walls she was pushed against, the
ashtray he threw at her. Vestiges of the skin she’s shedding. Her only mementos her
scars, and her passport. Slate-grey clouds behind her, she strides towards a horizon
streaked with light.
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Nonfiction
By Elizabeth Ruth Deyro

They said her words felt hollow, that her fiction felt fake, so she switched to
nonfiction. She thought it’d be best to experience emotion first before pinning it on
paper, because then she’ll know the right words. When she had to write about
suffering, she slashed her wrist and created art out of pain. She became good at
writing and hurting herself, but thought that this was what passion meant. Then she
had to write about loss. As she held the knife, she realized she didn’t have to hurt
anyone else. She already lost someone. She already lost herself.
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Testing the Probability
By Elizabeth Ruth Deyro

The complexities of human emotions, of the theorized existence of the soul, of the
imagined necessity for an other half, our continuous attempt to prove that souls do
exist as pairs parted upon birth and shall be wedded again through time, our
continuous attempt to prove that our souls were always meant to intertwine. No, I
could not explain this, no matter how many theories I come across disproving every
god ever written, the concept of reincarnation and the possibility of past lives, the
probability that I have fallen in love with you in each life I have ever lived.
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Treasure
By Elizabeth Gaucher

It was a place to hide treasures. How what she considered “treasure” changed, she
couldn’t remember.
Things from the woods behind the house, the path to school. First leaves or seeds,
but soon feathers. What once had a heartbeat. Claws, then tails, whatever could be
preserved. That Halloween, the treasures were recent.
“Who’s next?” Seth held a flashlight under his face in the dark.
He passed her treasure box to the left, and Jeff shivered. “I’ll go.”
Then, “EW! I know that’s just spaghetti in there! That’s worse than the peeled grape
eyeballs!”
No, she thought. It’s so much better.
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Big Dogs Drag Things
By Elizabeth Gaucher

Big dogs drag things home. An enormous thunking and I pull back the curtain. It’s a
bloody leg. Hair, bone, skin. A hoof. Must have been a deer. I don’t know where she
found it or why she thinks I want it. The scent? A late-night walk in the woods. I
could see everything in the natural light.
The drain is clogged again. The tub is stained. I get out, brush my teeth, look at them.
Look at my face.
She licks my ankle, gazing up, patient.
I unlock the large breed iron crate I tell everyone is for her.
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the Escape
By Elizabeth Gaucher

The darkness ate people alive, numbing them to the consumption.
You make it yourself with stuff from around town. It’s so cheap. I feel like a god. You have to try
it.
In one news item, a band of children managed to escape the hell of their own home,
only to run to the neighbor’s house for protection and find all of the adults there
dead. The corpses were thin with mouths full of black teeth and fingers charred from
fire damage. In their hollow eyes one could see they would live forever in a house
they could never flee.
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The Last
By Elizabeth Gaucher

Earth was silent, dark, dense beneath the enormous frame.
Heartbeats grew further apart, the slight tremor of ice shards like glass in long lashes
and shaggy coat. A dozen bitter winters, this the first when it is too much to stand.
Thump.
An eyelid raises, cracking its frozen seam to see a bright line in greenish-yellow against
the sky’s ink.
No sound or scent of footed life, only the patient gathering scrapes of talon and wing.
The eye is open, the chest is now silent. He draws a breath.
The circle tightens. The sky’s line glows.
One soul rises, absolved.
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Unwanted
By Elizabeth Gaucher

“I don’t like this one,” my daughter said, handing me the perfect, brand-new doll.
“There’s something wrong with her.” The doll’s hair was glossy black, her clothing
immaculate, each tiny fingernail a flawless oval.
I sighed and carried the last toy of Christmas over to my husband. “I didn’t know you
bought her this one. She doesn’t like it.” He looked at me, eyes wide, then at the
empty space under the tree. “I didn’t buy that. I’ve never seen it before.” I turned the
thing’s face to me, saw eyes with scars, and dropped it to the brick hearth.
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Tree Scratching On A Window
by Kassie Shanafelt

In a tiny cabin by a lake, Johnny Cash’s voice is booming from a record player
spinning round and round in the middle of a thunderstorm. Scratch that - Johnny
Cash is sitting on the couch, and there’s no record player. Johnny Cash smashes the
record because there is no June. Instead, you can only hear the raindrops and the tree
scratching on the window trying to get in.
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Berries in snow
by Megan Sadler
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the Seer’S burden
By Munira Sayyid

Once a bird in flight, all sky is sea. As a little one barely feathered, he’d hear stories of
wind surf, mouth of moon, gullet song and flap jamboree. He’d wake up trembling,
his skin on fire, pecking the urge to claw from eye to tail. It was the missing wing,
they thought, as he fiddled and jerked - spinning like a top till he tipped and collapsed.
You’ll float, they assured him before heading for lush plains, rainbow trees. The
dream of clouds hurling shards of glass at the tip of his tongue. The world spinning,
slivers of crimson.
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The Host
By Bayveen O'Connell

On the cliff road to the Silver Strand stood a tourist, bedraggled in the misty rain.
Pock-marked blackberries clawed at him with their brambles.
I slowed the car and wound down the window:
“Get in.”
He blinked like I was an apparition.
“I’m up the road – have some tea and dry out.”
I opened the door and, untangling himself from the barbs, in he slid.
“There’s fresh jam in the pantry.”
The windscreen wipers dragged back and forth as we snaked our way along. I didn’t
mention the bed in the cellar, so he’d have a nice surprise.
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Flamed
By Daniel Gooding

He punched ENTER, then looked back at what he’d written. That would wipe the
faggoty grin off their faces, he thought. Certainly queer, but it weren’t no real goddamned wedding.
Suddenly, Roger’s eyes widened in horror.
“Jake! Jake, get in here!”
He rolled back, but the plastic wheels snagged in the pile and tipped him over.
“Grandpa, what happened?”
“Computer!” Roger spluttered. “Must have short-circuited…”
“Stay calm, I’m calling an ambulance!”
“Jake, the computer!”
“The computer’s fine. Don’t move – I think you’re having a heart attack!”
Roger stared up in confusion as flames chuckled, opening up the ceiling.
“Oh, hell…”
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The Kiss
By Rachid Benharrousse

Flowers embracing the two lovers as they kissed affectionately on the wet
grace. The sun evading the mean clouds to see clearly the youthful kiss. They kissed,
felt, and loved each other until just the sight will bring a wide smile to the viewer’s
soul. For them, time stopped being time and became the fuel for their graceful kiss.
But, a gloomy, authoritative officer stopped them because it was against the law to
kiss. They are in jail in separate cells for life.
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Healer
By Damon Garn

I was shocked the first time I saw my Grandmother heal someone. A hunter had
been mauled by a bear. He lay moaning and shaking on our cabin floor. Even at six
years old, I knew he would die.
Grandmother looked at me for a long moment, weighing my spirit.
Abruptly she nodded, deciding to reveal her magic to me, and laid her hands on the
dying hunter’s chest.
A soft golden glow filled the dark fire lit cabin. The hunter’s wounds closed, his face
relaxed and he breathed deeply.
That’s when I knew I wanted to be a druid.
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Twins
By Damon Garn

Aethan sadly examied the wreckage of his brother’s ship before mounting his horse
and settling his cloak more comfortably over his shoulders.
“But you want to be a king,” his twin had said before leaving. “I am a different man. I
just want to live a free life. A simple life.”
Aethan hadn’t believed his brother would desert him. It disrupted all his plans for
conquest. His brother had been the only counselor he really trusted. Now he was
alone in the world.
He hoped when the bomb he’d set had gone off that his brother’s death had been
quick.
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The Shooting Star
By Bobby Minelli

A man fell from the sky. A fall that would have killed anyone. He came from
up high, coulda been the top of the office building we stood in front of, coulda been
the moon. We were smoking cigarettes in the cold, and then there was a crater, it
smoked too. Chicago smokers are loyal, it takes dedication to stay true in ten-degree
weather. But the frozen moonlight is not without occasional reward. He stood up,
looked at me with gorgeous weary eyes, walked over, gestured slightly, took a puff,
and shot back into the midnight heavens.
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By Leonard Kress

We realize that we are lost in the dark woods. Then we encounter familiar voices and
faces, ones we’ve met before on the outside. They are helpful, solicitous, and they
claim to know the way back out. They urge us to halt, to go no further. It’s not worth
it, they tell us, they’ve seen all there is to see. Leave while you can, they warn. They
point to your jacket ripped by a recoiling branch and your exposed wound. But we’ve
come this far, and what we left, we left for a reason, even if we can’t recall it.
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By Leonard Kress

I see my colleague arrested in the parking lot. He must’ve run a stop sign, I think,
parked outside the lines, just the campus cops. But then reporters appear, an office
search—no big deal, there’s always theft, contentious contract negotiations. I don’t
really know him, though I taught his daughter last semester. She wrote stories about
her crazily religious extended family, few details though, and perhaps not as loony as
she thought. Now he’s cuffed, stuffed into the squad car, office rifled, computer
hauled off like a rescued child. Like one of the naked children, perhaps, locked inside
it.
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The Northern Cold
By B.B. Blazkowicz

Of this vast land of icy trees and blinding white winds I can travel no further. I sit at
the longhouse’s dying hearth as my ancestors did in ancient times. Only I do so alone.
They were all taken by the disembodied who walk among the ice. As the flame dims
further and further, I see the frozen hollow-eyed faces of my kin grow closer and
closer. I have failed them all. The flame is dying now... I feel their hands on my back.
They are pulling me from the smoldering embers into the cold embrace of oblivion.
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The Violinist
By B.B. Blazkowicz

Rural towns always draw the best crowds. I stand in the town square, pull my hair
back and begin playing my violin. Like rats to the pied piper, scores of them gather to
hear. The dynamic melodies adjust to the second with their shifting emotions.
Curiosity, surprise, and wonder. Then the passages turn melancholy. With that, comes
despair. I see their sadness. I hear them weep, but they are to transfixed to move. My
violin rings out with dissonance and atonality, the breeze becomes a gust. Finally after
I resolve the final chord, they all fall, never to rise again.
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Willis
By B.B. Blazkowicz

Willis was a bitter old grave keeper, dirty drunk and mean. Before he buried the
deceased he picked their belongings clean. He put a heavy rock on their coffin, To
keep them from coming back. He sold all their jewels, even their fillings and shoes to
pay for his liquor. One evening he was drunk as a skunk and forgot to put the heavy
rock down. That night he was torn from his sleep by the recently deceased with
unearthed graves abound. They drowned him in liquor, then buried him in an
unmarked grave over the hill outside of town.
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Biographies
Manahil bandukwala
Manahil Bandukwala is an artist and writer currently based in Ottawa, where she is an
editor for In/Words Magazine & Press. Her work has appeared in In/Words,
Bywords, the Ottawa Arts Review, Existere, where is the river, and the Steel Chisel,
among others. You can find her work on her Instagram: @manahil_art, or find her on
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hiking, writing and annoying his neighbors with mediocre guitar playing. He writes in
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Follow on Twitter: dmgwrites or at dmgwrites.wordpress.com
Elizabeth gaucher
Elizabeth Gaucher earned a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from West
Virginia Wesleyan College with a concentration in Creative Nonfiction. She is the
founder of and editor-in-chief for the online literary magazine, Longridge Review.
Follow her on Twitter, @ElizGaucher.
Daniel gooding
Daniel Gooding was born in 1984, and his fiction has previously appeared in 101
Fiction and Dog-Ear. His short story 'Crow Magnum Xix' is featured in the anthology
Startling Sci-Fi: New Tales of the Beyond published by New Lit Salon Press, and he also
writes for Information Professional and occasionally The Guardian . He currently works in
Bristol and lives in Bath. @dp_gooding
Anita goveas
Anita Goveas is British-Asian, based in London, and fueled by strong coffee and
paneer jalfrezi. Her stories are published and forthcoming in the 2016 London Short
Story Prize anthology, the Word Factory website, Dodging the Rain, Rigorous, Pocket
Change, Haverthorn and Riggwelter Press. She tweets erratically @coffeeandpaneer
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Marie hoy-kenny
Marie Hoy-Kenny is an elementary school teacher from Ontario, Canada. She earned
a B.A in English at the University of Toronto. Her work is in, or forthcoming in,
Cease, Cows, Cosmonauts Avenue and Flash Fiction Magazine.
Leonard kress
Leonard Kress has published poetry and fiction in Massachusetts Review, Iowa
Review, American Poetry Review, Harvard Review, etc. His recent collections are
Braids & Other Sestinas, Walk Like Bo Diddley, and a new verse translation of the Polish
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Owens College and edits creative non-fiction for Artful Dodge.

Denny e. marshall
Denny E. Marshall has had art, poetry, and fiction published. One recent credit is
fiction in The Stray Branch. See more at www.dennymarshall.com
Bobby minelli
Bobby Minelli is a writer based in Los Angeles and Ohio who has published short
stories in Lit Mags all around the country. He is the in-house Art Director for the LAbased literary journal Sheriff Nottingham, and in his downtime, collects rare books,
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Bayveen o’connell
Bayveen O'Connell is based in Dublin and is inspired by macabre things. She's had
short stories and flash published in The Bohemyth, Nilvx, Rag Queen Periodical and
Train Lit Mag.
Joseph s. pete
Joseph S. Pete is an award-winning journalist, an Iraq War veteran, an Indiana
University graduate, a book reviewer, and a frequent guest on Lakeshore Public
Radio. He is a 2017 Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net nominee who was named the
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poet laureate of Chicago BaconFest, a feat that Geoffrey Chaucer chump never
accomplished. His literary work and photography have appeared or are forthcoming
in Dogzplot, Stoneboat, The High Window, Synesthesia Literary Journal, Steep Street
Journal, Beautiful Losers, New Pop Lit, The Grief Diaries, Gravel, The Offbeat,
Oddball Magazine, The Perch Magazine, Rising Phoenix Review, Chicago Literati,
Bull Men's Fiction, shufPoetry, The Roaring Muse, Prairie Winds, Blue Collar Review,
Lumpen, The Rat's Ass Review, The Tipton Poetry Journal, Euphemism, Jenny
Magazine, Vending Machine Press and elsewhere. He once wrote the greatest, most
compelling author bio of all time, but it was snatched up by a blue heron that
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Alberto ramirez
Alberto Ramirez graduated from UCLA with a degree in English literature. He has
contributed work to Westwind Journal of the Arts, Angel City Review and is the
author of the novel Everything That Could Not Happen Will Happen Now (Floricanto
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Erika Rico is an undergraduate Creative Writing student at the University of
California, Riverside. She daydreams about her future cats, reading nook designs, and
what her next Nanowrimo project would be. When she isn't writing, she is working
on a new crochet project.
Brad rose
Brad Rose was born and raised in Los Angeles and lives in Boston. He is the author
of a collection of poetry and flash fiction, Pink X-Ray (Big Table Publishing, 2015,
http://pinkx-ray.com .) His new book of poems, Momentary Turbulence, is
forthcoming from Cervena Barva Press. Brad is also the author of five chapbooks of
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Dancing School Nerves, An Evil Twin is Always in Good Company, and Away with
Words. Three times nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and once nominated for Best of
the Net Anthology, Brad’s poetry and micro fiction have appeared in, The American
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Ticket, The Baltimore Review, Posit, The Midwest Quarterly, Clockhouse, concis,
Boston Literary Magazine, Right Hand Pointing, and other publications. Brad’s blog
is: http://bradrosepoetry.com/blog/ and his website is: www.bradrosepoetry.com .
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Megan sadler
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have been featured in the Mazama Bulletin and Blanket Sea Magazine. She was also a
semi-finalist in the Portland Alpine Festival's 2017 Photo of the Year contest. She
currently runs a blog called My(chronic)Self which explores her life with chronic
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Munira Sayyid
M.S. loves writing 100 word stories. Her poetry and flash has been published here and
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Iris N. schwartz
Iris N. Schwartz is the author of more than forty works of fiction. Her literary fiction
has been published in dozens of journals and anthologies, including Anti-Heroin
Chic, Foxglove Journal, Jellyfish Review, and Spelk Fiction. In addition, Ms. Schwartz has
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Kassie shanafelt
Kassie Shanafelt lives in Brooklyn. Her work is forthcoming in The Wire’s Dream, The
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Francine Witte is the author of four poetry chapbooks and two flash fiction
chapbooks, Her full-length poetry collection, Cafe Crazy, has just been published by
Kelsay Books. She is a poetry reviewer, blogger, and photographer. She is a former
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